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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • REESE’S BOOK CLUB PICK • “This book is every

suspense lover’s dream and it kept me up way too late turning pages. . . . A novel with crazy

twists and turns that will have you ditching your Friday night plans for more chapters.”—Reese

WitherspoonA backpacking trip has deadly consequences in this“eerie psychological thriller . . .

with alluring locales, Hitchcockian tension, and possibly the best pair of female leads since

Thelma and Louise” (BookPage),from the bestselling author of The Lost Night and The Herd.A

Marie Claire Book Club Pick • Named One of the Best Books of the Year by NPR and Marie

ClaireEmily is having the time of her life—she’s in the mountains of Chile with her best friend,

Kristen, on their annual reunion trip, and the women are feeling closer than ever. But on the

last night of the trip, Emily enters their hotel suite to find blood and broken glass on the floor.

Kristen says the cute backpacker she brought back to their room attacked her, and she had no

choice but to kill him in self-defense. Even more shocking: The scene is horrifyingly similar to

last year’s trip, when another backpacker wound up dead. Emily can’t believe it’s happened

again—can lightning really strike twice?Back home in Wisconsin, Emily struggles to bury her

trauma, diving headfirst into a new relationship and throwing herself into work. But when

Kristen shows up for a surprise visit, Emily is forced to confront their violent past. The more

Kristen tries to keep Emily close, the more Emily questions her motives. As Emily feels the

walls closing in on their cover-ups, she must reckon with the truth about her closest friend. Can

Emily outrun the secrets she shares with Kristen, or will they destroy her relationship, her

freedom—even her life?
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the AuthorExcerpt from The Lost NightCHAPTER 1Kristen trotted to the patio’s edge and

crouched, long arm outstretched. Her fingers groped along a vine, lifting leaves, exposing the

tender stalks beneath. I pictured her tipping over and tumbling off, there and then not there, the

afterimage of her silhouette still hanging in my vision. I don’t know why. For a wild moment, I

pictured pushing her.Instead I half stood from the table. “Kristen, don’t,” I called. The wooden

patio perched on stilts above the vines below and we were alone, as we had been almost

everywhere we’d stopped this week. Empty restaurants, empty markets, empty tourist

information centers. An occasional cluster of other visitors standing or sitting nearby despite

everyone having all the space in the world.A snapping sound and Kristen stood, holding up a

blob of green grapes. She popped one into her mouth and chewed thoughtfully. “Not bad.

Catch.”I missed the toss and the grapes bounced onto the glass tabletop. I glanced around,

then tried one—it burst bright and tart on my tongue.“He said their yield sucks this year. You

didn’t need to take an entire bunch.”She sank into her chair and lifted her pisco sour, lime

green and frothy. “I’ll leave ’em a few extra pesos on the way out. I was hungry.” She nudged

her glass against mine. “You’d rather see me steal some grapes than get low blood sugar,

right?”“Fair point.” Hangry Kristen could cut to the core.A man with a bandanna looped around

his head was watching us from far out in the fields, just before the grapevines bumped up

against a row of bushy trees. Beyond that, braided hills cut a jagged horizon. Kristen waved at

the worker and he nodded.I let the last of my drink linger on my tongue. We’d been sipping

these daily: lime juice, powdered sugar, and the yellowish brandy the Chileans swore predated

Peruvian pisco. I felt the swell of yet another one of those well-isn’t-this-nice moments, one

blissfully free from the fear that’d prickled my brain nonstop for the last thirteen months. Here I

was, on the trip of a lifetime: seven nights in South America, exploring the rough mountains

and the ripe valleys between with my best friend of more than a decade. A cocktail so bracing

and sweet, it tasted like stepping into the surf. And we still had two nights to go.Kristen made

everything better, her confidence like a bell jar of security in a strange and gnarled world.

When we’d hugged at the airport almost a week ago, tears of relief had coated my eyes. I



hadn’t seen her in a year—a year pockmarked by panic attacks, nightmares, and screaming

into my pillow or the shower or occasionally my fist. But in Santiago, as we’d picked up our

rental car and driven north on barren highways, Kristen was her usual boisterous self. She

whooped when the Pacific came into view; she honked at a clump of plush alpacas by the side

of the road. She pointed and gasped at roadside fruit stands, rippling cornfields with laser-

straight rows, fat fields of vegetables growing bushy in the sun. And sky, sky, so much blue sky,

almost crackling in its crispness, the way it shot down into the ocean on one side and the

crinkled peaks on the other. Her presence was like a calming scent, aerosolized Xanax, and I

allowed myself to relax.We spent the first night in La Serena, where we carried leaky ice-cream

cones around a leafy town square and stayed in a hotel with bright colors on the walls, where

paintings of saints watched us as we slept. Too touristy, we decided, and the next morning we

drove inland. In Pisco Elqui we took a yoga class from a woman with bowed knees and hip-

length hair; as we stood in Mountain Pose, our chests puffed out, she announced, “Your smile

powers your corazón, your heart.” On the second night there, three college-age guys from

Germany cornered us in a bar, and the panic came roaring back like a panther lying in wait.

Kristen had taken the lead—she was charming, could talk to anybody—and when she’d

noticed the fear in my eyes, she politely disentangled us from the cocky trio and led me back

into the night.“It’s okay, it’s me, I’m here,” she kept murmuring as we walked the dark streets

back to our hotel. “Kristen’s here.” Her voice was a balm; her words a weighted blanket. We’d

packed up and left the following day.And this morning we arrived here, in Quiteria. At first, I’d

been alarmed by its emptiness. We’d parked in a lot and wandered the hilly streets, our

suitcases trailing behind us like dejected toddlers, for what felt like hours before we found an

open hotel. There I scored the keys to a small suite, the duvet damp despite the dry mountain

air. The sun was sinking, and I realized the city’s vacancy would be an asset: fewer men to

bother us, two women walking the streets at night. You know what they say about women

traveling alone.Kristen swallowed the last of her pisco sour. “You know what we should do?

Birthday wishes.”“My birthday’s not for two weeks.”“I know, but I want to do it in person. And it’s

a big one!”It was our tradition, telling the other what we hoped would happen for them that year.

I’d had the idea after I read about two best-friends-slash-business-partners who wrote each

other’s New Year’s resolutions.“I’ll go first,” she said, turning toward the grapevines. “My

birthday wish for you, my darling Emily…is that your company gets its head out of its ass and

gives you the promotion you deserve.”“That would be nice.” I’d thrown my name in the hat for a

director-level position months ago, but my employer, Kibble, was disorganized and putzy and

dragging its feet. I liked my job there, though, promotion or not: project manager of a start-up

that shipped raw, organic cat food to pet owners with too much money. I had hip young co-

workers, including my work wife, Priya, and cat photos literally everywhere.Still, I didn’t tell

Kristen that my secret wish, whenever I saw a shooting star or caught a dandelion fluff or

spotted a clock at 11:11, was to land a great partner, settle down. It felt too antifeminist, too

needy to put into words. But with Kristen halfway around the world and all my friends getting

married (hell, having kids), my patience was wearing thin. And maybe I was finally headed in

the right direction…“He said they’re gonna start interviewing candidates this month,” I told her.

“It’s funny, he acts like there’s no time to even think about the open position. Like he’s too busy

saving the world, one feline digestive tract at a time.”“Cat people are the worst people. I say

that as a card-carrying cat lover stymied only by allergies.”“I think his devotion is kinda

sweet!”Kristen snorted. “It’s an entire business predicated on people being obsessed with a

disinterested animal.”“Russell’s cat isn’t disinterested. Mochi loves him back. I’ve seen the

videos.” Kristen rolled her eyes and I leaned forward. “C’mon, I like my job.”“Sorry, sorry, sorry.”



She waved a hand. “Okay, now you go.”“Right. My birthday wish for you, a full four months

early, is that, hmm.” I tapped the stem of my glass. That you realize you hate Australia. That

you move back to Milwaukee. That we go back to the way things were. “I hope you get your

stupid boss fired and your job gets a million times better. Or you find a new job that makes you

happy.”“No fair, you just copied me!”“This is what our thirties are all about, right? Vaulting

forward in our careers. At least we have jobs.”“True. And thank God we put that disposable

income to good use.” She swept her arm out across the vines, whose pristine rows narrowed in

the distance. Behind them, rumpled mountains reddened in the dipping sunlight. A bird landed

on the edge of the distillery’s deck and uttered a squeaky trill. A cute sierra finch, yellow as an

egg yolk—I recognized it from some idle research I’d done at my desk in Milwaukee.Nearby, a

thumping sound. It was probably a woodpecker, but before I realized that, the memory flashed

before me: Stop. Stop. Stop. Kristen’s eyes wide as she stepped back, blood speckling her

shoes. The moment that changed everything, when life cracked neatly into Before and

After.Kristen slid up her sunglasses and gave me an indulgent smile. I grinned back.I’d been

wrong to worry. Even the incident with the trio of Germans had been harmless. There’d been

no strange men hulking in corners, their eyes following us hungrily. No drunken dudes who’d

stood a little too close or followed too few steps behind us on darkened streets. No cause for

alarm.I gazed at Kristen and felt a rush of warmth.Everything had gone perfectly.A fat bee

bumbled around our glasses, and Kristen waved her hand, fearless.“Feels like we’re the only

non-locals for miles,” I said. The isolation was both thrilling and unsettling.“It won’t last. My

guidebook says all the tourist buses arrive on Saturdays.” She stretched her arms, recrossed

her muscular legs. Kristen had gotten into CrossFit in Sydney, and sometimes her limbs still

looked off to me. Tawny and taut, like they belonged on another body.Kristen had moved to

Sydney eighteen months ago; her market research firm opened up an Australian office and her

boss encouraged her to apply. To my dismay, she’d complied, murmuring about how she was

over Milwaukee—her hometown—with its smallish size and polarized communities.Kristen in

Australia: It’d seemed like a whim, fleeting and outlandish. I didn’t know adulthood without her,

from when we became friends as fellow econ majors at Northwestern to when we both found

jobs in Wisconsin and shared a ramshackle apartment off Brady Street. Together we fumbled

through our postgrad years, through bad dates and good job news and rough nights and even

rougher mornings, until we emerged, fresh-faced and triumphant, in our late twenties, me with

my very own apartment in the Fifth Ward, her a few miles away in Riverwest. We spoke

casually of how we’d someday be each other’s maids of honor, how she’d eventually be my

future children’s “auntie.” I’d grown to love Milwaukee by then, with its broad lakefront and

myriad festivals and friendly little art-and-music scene, all of the talent and none of the

pretension of larger cities. I’d tried hard not to take her digs at the city personally.I’d been happy

for her, of course, but almost glowing with self-pity: left out and left behind and left, left, left. I

dipped into depression in her absence, forcing myself through life as if there were a layer of

dust dampening every moment. But we kept up a tradition we’d kicked off in Milwaukee: annual

trips to someplace exotic, far-flung places most people never put on their lists.I’d only been to

popular international destinations (London, Cancún, Paris…), so each vacation with Kristen felt

like slipping into a wormhole and appearing in another dimension, dizzy with sounds and

smells and sights. Vietnam had been first, Hoi An and Hanoi, exploring tube houses and night

markets and elaborate temples, more colorful than a field of poppies. Then Uganda, all our

savings poured into once-in-a-lifetime experiences that piled up like snow, miraculous at first

and then oddly normal: staring into the marble eyes of gorillas in Bwindi, boating past Nile

crocodiles and bloats of fat hippopotami, clutching each other from the back of a jeep as a lion



regarded us during a game drive in Kidepo Valley.The third trip—Cambodia—was when things

had gone awry. It was our first time meeting up from opposite corners of the globe, and I

couldn’t wait for all that concentrated face time, the kind we took for granted when we both

lived in Milwaukee. I never imagined it’d take a turn for the terrifying, become my own personal

horror movie. But Kristen, as always, had helped me, saved me, taken care of me. And here we

were, with our final hours in Chile’s Elqui Valley dwindling like the flame of an old candle, and

everything felt gushing and good between us.Kristen plucked a grape from the bunch and

tossed it into the air, catching it neatly in her mouth. She grinned as she chewed.“Open your

mouth, Em.” She held another up, like a dart.“No!”“Let me try! I have really good aim.”“I don’t

trust you.”“Hey, you’re talking to King of Kings’ three-time basketball MVP. Here, throw one in

my mouth.” She unhinged her jaw.“This is not going to end well,” I warned, giggling as I pitched

a grape her way. It bounced off her chin and landed, rather miraculously, in her empty glass,

and we both stared in quiet awe.It’d taken a few hours to find our rhythm here in Chile. On the

long drive up from the Santiago airport, I’d been grateful to bask in Kristen’s aura again, her

casual confidence and glinting wit. But my nerves had hardened and sparked when she’d

crunched our rental car onto the dirt in front of an empanada stand. We ate lunch leaning on

the car’s hot hood as the cook, a stout lady with leathery skin, looked on. A woman out here all

alone, nothing but stubby trees and choky dust for miles—I tried to give her a friendly

smile.Packed inside each doughy triangle was an entire hard-boiled egg and seasoned ground

meat, and without thinking, I lifted my phone to snap a photo.“What are you doing?” Kristen

swallowed her bite and raised her eyebrows. “Did you forget?”“I wasn’t gonna post it,” I

muttered, blushing.“Hand it over.” The sun beat into Kristen’s open palm. UV rays shooting onto

each crease in her palm, each groove of her fingertips. I didn’t move and she flicked her wrist.

“You know the rules.”A breeze sent the bushes and shrubs around us hissing. The woman

glanced up from the counter, where she was rolling out dough.I dropped my phone into

Kristen’s hand and grinned. “Digital detox commencing now.”It hadn’t come up again. Our

phones were in our purses now, there in case of emergency, but turned off, dead blocks of

metal and glass. Our Cambodia trip had involved a no-phones-allowed two-night yoga retreat

at the beginning, and we’d both agreed to keep it up. And then the decision had served us so

well. So much luck, so many incidental details lining up to bring us here: alive, safe, free.“So

where should we go next year?” I asked.Kristen rolled a grape between her fingers. “Turkey’s

still high on my list. And didn’t you say you’d heard good things about Georgia?”I shook my

head. “Georgia, the country? I don’t know anything about it.”“I could swear you were talking

about it.” She narrowed her eyes.“Well, Turkey could be cool,” I said. “Istanbul’s supposed to be

super vibrant.”“I was also thinking Morocco. Haggling in bazaars and riding camels in the

desert and whatnot.”A thought cropped up and I swallowed it just in time: Aaron went to

Marrakech a few years back. He and I had been on four dates, after months of casual banter at

the coffee shop where he worked. Apparently four dates was just enough for him to hijack my

mind, my daydreams floating out like bubbles toward potential coupledom.I hadn’t mentioned

him to Kristen yet—not after she’d dismissed my “Met any cool guys lately?” on the first night

with a scoff and a no. Kristen hadn’t had a serious boyfriend in all the time I’d known her, and

she’d gotten rid of her dating apps six months into Sydney, disappointed to learn that mate-

seeking was just as frustrating there as it was stateside. It wasn’t like I didn’t want to tell her, I

just hadn’t wanted boy talk to dominate the week, drowning out the conversation around our

dreams and plans and inner worlds…and I’d sooner die than rub my dating luck in her face.

Aaron was the first guy I’d felt this excited about in years, and I didn’t want to jinx it. I’d even set

up a stupid, secret test: I’d turn my phone on sometime soon and see if he’d bothered to text



me. If he was still demonstrably interested, I’d tell Kristen about him.I jumped—out of nowhere,

the distillery’s owner leaned over my shoulder. He scooped up both our glasses. My fingers

tingled from the cortisol spike, such an outsize reaction.“Do you like anything else?” he asked.

“We are closing now.”On the way out, Kristen extended her hand and asked for his name again.

“Thank you so much, Pedro,” she repeated, and behind her I stamped the air with a few more

gracias-es. We’d joked about it on the drive from Santiago—she read out every road sign the

American way and I threw on my best Spanish accent, my tongue flitting the way I’d learned in

grade school: “That’s Chigualoco, and I’m glad I can repay you for your chauffeur services with

my terrible translation services.”Kristen had beamed, her honey-brown hair fluttering from the

open window. “You know you never have to repay me for anything.”CHAPTER 2We hiked in

silence back up to our hotel, on a serpentine mountain road flanked with abrupt drop-offs and

the occasional barking dog. The region was known for its stargazing, so streetlights were

nonexistent and porch lights were hazy orange.“What should we do for dinner?” Kristen asked.

She paused to sniff a bough of fuchsia flowers. “No smell.”“I’d go back to where we had lunch.”

I fished in my bag for my inhaler; the steep walks and thin air didn’t bother Kristen, but I wasn’t

in excellent shape like her. “Your quinoa bowl looked insane. And—I never thought I’d say this—

I’m kinda sick of empanadas.”“Oh God, same.” She paused at our hotel’s driveway. “I was

hoping you’d say that. I’m gonna shower before we eat.”“No rush.” I pulled the keys from my

purse and fumbled with the gate. In the dark, we squinted at the brick path. The hotel had an

odd setup: rooms clustered in four separate buildings, with doors that opened to the outside,

motel-style. It was fancier than the hotels we normally chose, and pricier, too, but Kristen had

insisted on picking up the tab, ignoring my objections as she handed over a wad of

cash.Kristen was wealthy in a way that’d intrigued me in college, prodded at my bubble-

wrapped middle-class mind. She didn’t talk about it, but I began to catalog the evidence in

secret: While I made my bed with a striped comforter from Target, Kristen spread a creamy

duvet, bleeding from teal to cobalt like pliable art. My standing lamp was a cheap plastic thing

with limbs sprawled out like Medusan snakes, while an elegant torchiere stood in Kristen’s

corner. She mentioned trips to exotic places, their names like something out of a sci-fi

paperback (Ljubljana, Brno, Zagreb, Baku), but never name-dropped, never alluded to her

background with showy pride or even showier humility.The key clunked and we tumbled into

the suite with that instant release of making it in from the outside world. I dropped my bag on a

chair and Kristen closed herself in the bathroom. We’d been upgraded to a suite for some

reason—either because we were the only people there or because it was the only room left,

per my mediocre Spanish comprehension. I could usually piece together whatever we needed

to say, but my mind went blank when a local responded, mumbling at high speeds like a rock

tumbling down a hill. No matter how much I begged them to slow down (“lentamente, por favor,

palabra por palabra”), they repeated themselves at the same tempo, then smiled expectantly.

Kristen would stare at me, too, everyone waiting for my sluggish brain to work as I grew more

and more exasperated with myself.In here, we only had to speak English. I plopped on the

couch, a horrific aqua thing, and glanced out the window: During the day it was a glorious

vista, brown mountains with a few colorful houses sprinkled across its base, but now there was

just star-spangled sky, the land below it a jagged blank. I listened to the rush of water on tile

coming from the bathroom, then pulled out my phone and connected to the Wi-Fi. A long string

of texts from Priya recounting a hilarious moment I’d missed at an all-hands meeting. And three

texts from Aaron: the kookiest Milwaukee news stories he could find.A smile stretched across

my face. He’d passed my test—I’d fill Kristen in on him this evening, when the time was right.

She’d understand why I hadn’t mentioned him; she’d appreciate that I hadn’t wanted to spend



the whole week analyzing dates. Of course, I wouldn’t mention the other reason I’d stayed

mum: Kristen, with her sky-high standards for me, tended to be critical of my love interests. She

picked up on the red flags I missed, the warning signs I didn’t want to see. Thank God Aaron

had passed my test—Kristen’s scrutiny would almost certainly be harsher.Still, Aaron, shock of

shocks, really did seem to be one of the good ones. Our meet-cute was a movie cliché: We

chatted as he made my daily oat-milk latte at Café Mona, just down the street from my office,

and over time I learned he was recovering from a breakup. Then, last month, I was slack-jawed

when he asked for my number.I liked going on dates, but things never seemed to go anywhere

with the men I met on apps or through setups. And then a year ago, I’d sworn off dating

completely, every male hand reminding me of the one that’d threatened my life and bruised my

skin that night in Cambodia. So I surprised myself by agreeing to a first date with Aaron:

clapping to polka tunes at a homey concertina bar. I entered the night with friend vibes and

finished it with a crush. He was patient, never making me feel bad for not being ready to veer

beyond make-out territory. (That was when the panic flared, Stop. Stop. Stop.) And he was

weird, with his tortoiseshell glasses and dark floppy hair and manic, beat-poet energy. Not my

type. And yet…Aaron was nothing like my college beau, Ben; maybe that’s what I liked about

him. I kept seeing shades of Ben in men from dating apps: a sighing superiority, obscure pop-

culture references and I’m-too-good-for-this overtones. Aaron had an openness that struck me

as refreshing. He completed colorful graphic-design projects in the middle of the night. He’d

grown up in the area and liked to wander through old-school museums on his days off, like the

Pabst Mansion and the slightly creepy Streets of Old Milwaukee exhibit at the public museum.

He was interested in everything, but especially in me.Kristen came out of the shower, framed in

steam. She pulled a dress from the wardrobe and then sat in front of a mirror, carefully

applying her foundation, a few swipes of mascara. I wasn’t sure why we kept doing this: We

weren’t sharing photos of ourselves, after all, and Kristen didn’t care much about impressing

strangers. I imagine she was used to looking beautiful, with her caramel-colored waves and

wide hazel eyes.—“I can’t believe this is our second-to-last night,” Kristen mused as we strolled

into town.“I know. Soon we’ll be back in our cubicles, ugh.” I glanced at her. “We need an action

plan for dealing with Lucas.” She hated her boss, a heavyset Swiss expat who, as Kristen told

it, had begun disliking her the minute the firm forked over $1,500 for her work visa. “What do

we know about managing up?”“That it’s impossible if you’re a scapegoat.” She shrugged. “The

branch isn’t hitting its quarterly goals, and I’m the only manager who’s not part of their C-suite

boys’ club. I think they’re afraid of me.”“Afraid of you?”“Just in the way all men are afraid of

women. Deep down.” She ran her fingers through a jungly vine hanging over the street.“You

think men are afraid of us? I feel the opposite. Then again, I’m not all CrossFit tough like you.”

Was this how she experienced life? I envied men’s indifference to personal safety—how they

could amble through a dark alley without thinking twice.“Of course they are. It’s why they’re so

cruel. Men with batshit manifestos and access to assault rifles.”“Why would we scare

them?”“Because we know things. We see things—sense things they miss.” She stepped over a

pile of horse poop. “After all, we’re the ones who ate the fruit from the tree of

knowledge.”“Biblical references. Old-school.” Were all women masters of detection? Kristen

could be observant, reading implications and people and rooms in a shrewd, cerebral way. But

I was more sensitive than her, more thin-skinned and porous. It meant the sight of a bird dying

on the side of the road could fill me with sorrow, but there were advantages too: Whenever a

butterfly whiffled by, my eyes brimmed with joy, as if we shared a secret.We turned from the

narrow street onto a cobblestone one and gazed at the cute vegetarian restaurant anew: A

treelike fern was plopped in the center of the patio, with colorful dream catchers and a worn



Tibetan prayer flag strung between nearby trees. Kristen’s and my excitement over new cities

borders on orgasmic. When we’d stumbled upon this spot earlier, we were both so overcome

by its loveliness, we fell into a spontaneous, giggling hug.Kristen loved telling people how we

met, as if we were a long-term couple still astounded by our luck. Sophomore year, we were

the only women in our Statistical Methods in Economics seminar. A couple guys, mostly

seniors, had boxed us out of the discussion, rolling their eyes at our questions and

regurgitating our own points with almost comical smugness. As we filed back into the hallway,

I’d smiled shyly at Kristen.“So that was…interesting.”“We should study together,” she replied.

“Ruin the curve for all those assholes. I’m Kristen.”I shifted my books to shake her outstretched

hand. And then I felt it, a decentering, a wobbling motion like when you’ve just stepped off a

boat: Some part of me knew this was important, that things wouldn’t be the same.I hadn’t had

that feeling since I’d met Ben at a party junior year of high school, when he, a cute prepster

from the all-boys school, ambled over and said hi, his ice-blue eyes holding mine. Within the

month, we were officially “going out.” Sophomore year of college, by the time Kristen’s hand

grasped mine, Ben and I were decidedly not in love anymore. But I still loved him, because

we’d been together for years. I took a behavioral economics approach to it: All the time and

space and knowledge and feelings we’d already invested, the future we’d envisioned back in

Minneapolis, where we were both from—it felt like a done deal, inevitable. Sunk costs, sunken

hopes.I had so little context back then. No ability to take a step back and see things clearly. He

takes care of you, I told myself, because he made it clear that he was smarter than me. He

only wants the best for you, I told myself, because he disliked my more boisterous college

friends, hated when I drank, and turned nearly apoplectic when I tried pot. He wants you to be

your best self, I recited like a windup doll, because he wanted me to learn about esoteric

Russian literature and art-house cinema and snob-approved music. Plus, there was a certain

coziness to our dynamic, to knowing how he took his coffee and which restaurant we ate at

before a movie and how everything would end. A peek at the future, like flipping to the last

page of a mystery before the narrative gets too intense.And then I met Kristen. She and I were

almost instantly inseparable: We discovered our mutual love for nerdy wordplay and stupid

brainteasers and whipped up our own secret language, our world for two. We’d meet all over

campus to study together, and the location inevitably came through texted clues—a treasure

hunt with our togetherness as the prize. Over in the dorms, we’d leave cryptographs on the

whiteboards on each other’s doors, coded complaints of being Sexiled Again or invitations to

Dinner at Hinman. The stealth, hiding secrets in plain sight, gave all our interactions an electric

current. Who doesn’t love getting away with things?An ironic thought, I supposed, after what

happened in Cambodia. Blood on the floor in a widening pool.In college, the high of prancing

around with Kristen threw into stark relief just how small and tense I felt around Ben. Kristen

had been the first to question it—to ask the just-right questions, until slowly, slowly, I came to

recognize the manipulation, the criticism, the subtle gaslighting. I began to hold my ground with

Ben and call him out on things. Question why our postgraduation plans were really his, with me

as set dressing, a prop. Hers was the apartment I rushed to at two a.m. when, senior year, Ben

and I got into the Argument of the Century, yelling and flailing.He and I almost never fought,

our resentment building instead, and so it was one of those moments when a part of you splits

off and hovers over you like a drone: Will you get a load of this? Can you believe this is really

happening? He whirled away and I reached for his shoulder, look at me when I’m talking to

you, and he turned so suddenly that the back of my skull connected with the wall behind me

before I could figure out why or how.“I wasn’t trying to hit you,” he said, glowering, in lieu of an

apology. I pushed past him and ran to the door. After a multiday standoff, Kristen went over to



Ben’s and my apartment and filled a suitcase while he looked on, jaw set. We never had an

official breakup.I’d wanted to see him again, pathetically; I wanted to scream and cry as he

held me, because his arms were almost as familiar as my own. But Kristen knew better. “Screw

‘closure,’ ” she said at the time. “You’re not wasting another second on this loser. Now he can

find someone new to try to cram into a tiny, suffocating box, and you can be the badass you

are.”Now Kristen strolled over to a waiter and held up two fingers. “Una mesa para dos,” she

said. She always was a quick study. He let her choose a table and she gave me the nicer seat,

facing the interior; her view was of me against the wall.“This has been such a fun week.” She

reached out and squeezed my forearm. “So laid-back and magical.”“Exactly what we needed,” I

agreed, unfolding a napkin.“I haven’t been this relaxed in a long time.”Stop. Stop. Stop. Blood

trickling like paint down the metal pole. Kristen’s eyes wide, amazed. Blood mottling her hands,

her wrists, her shoes.“It’s like no time has passed,” she said. She snapped open a menu. “We

can pick up right where we left off, like nothing has changed. And that’s how you can tell we’re

true friends.”CHAPTER 3What happened was this: A man attacked me in Phnom Penh,

Cambodia, and we killed him in self-defense.He was a backpacker, a South African dude with

a big blond beard and huge hairy arms, freckled and tanned. He’d turned to us in a dank bar—

to Kristen, casually gorgeous in her elephant pants and tank top sans bra—and asked how we

were liking Cambodia. He was what we called a “duder,” fratty and loud, but cute. After a few

minutes, he stuck out his hand (“I’m Sebastian, by the way,”) and Kristen told him her name

was Nicole. It was something we’d done in college: tossing out a fake name to indicate how

little the interaction mattered, how sure we were we’d never see this guy again. After Ben, it’d

kept me from jumping back into anything too quickly—something Kristen warned me about.

And during our trips, using aliases gave nights a thrilling, what-happens-in-Vegas undertone.I

played along, introducing myself as Joan. But Sebastian the South African was actually funny.

And in the way it sometimes does when I feel like the less-desirable friend, my wit flipped on

like a light, zapping and sparking with impeccable speed and timing. Kristen didn’t seem to

mind; he was more my type anyway, and she did the appropriate wingwoman things: fluttering

around, chatting with strangers.The hours dwindled; the air cooled. First the bar died down,

then the streets outside followed suit. The roar of passing motorbikes softened to a purr,

punctuated by occasional shouts from drunk tourists. I touched Sebastian’s rough bicep when

he made me laugh, and he pressed a palm on my waist when we moved to let a waiter pass.

“Nicole” bought us another round of Angkor beer and, as we toasted, shot me a knowing

grin.Talk, inevitably, turned to “getting out of here.” He was staying in a hostel even crummier

than ours, renting a bed in a room packed with bunks—so Kristen, the saint, insisted she

wanted to hang around this dead bar for one last solo beer. “I’m sure I’ll be back at the hotel

by…midnight?” she proposed, and Sebastian and I nodded gratefully, and it was all very clear

to everyone.Kristen grabbed my elbow on the way out and asked it one more time: “You’re

good?” And I hesitated. I didn’t know this guy, after all. My one-night stands and third-date

hookups back in the Midwest (ranging from fun to regrettable to maaaybe not really what I

wanted but I went along with it because I’d stupidly found myself in bed) had had a pall of

familiarity around them—neighborhoods I knew, a cellphone and three digits I knew by heart.

This was different. Neither Kristen nor I had had a vacation fling. But then I beat back the

unease, the kind that so often creeps up when you’re a woman moving through space,

because this guy was funny, and hot, and he wanted me.I think about that moment a lot, when

I patted Kristen’s arm and turned away. How it changed the course of our lives, Kristen’s and

mine. How our path forked off and veered, leaving behind so many untouched threads

funneling out of the center like a lace doily. One where I gave into the wariness and changed



my mind, and Sebastian huffed off into the night. Or I rerouted on the spot and we made out in

the bar or on a jungly street corner instead.But as it was, on the knotted thread I followed that

night, Sebastian and I left. As we were heading out, a camera’s light flashed the world away,

and when we blinked through it I couldn’t tell who’d taken the shot—one we’d unintentionally

photobombed in the little bar. I think about that picture sometimes, too, how someone has it

likely locked away in the Cloud, unaware it’s of a missing person in his final public moments. It

could be very, very bad if the right person came across it—connected the dots, turned it over to

South African authorities. Who knows what else is unwittingly documented in people’s phones

and hard drives and dusty photo albums, background noise that would swell with meaning to a

different audience?Sebastian and I walked together through the mosquito-choked air, hand in

hand, and his palm slipped down to squeeze my ass as we got to the hotel’s front door. The on-

duty employee was asleep on a lobby sofa, and Sebastian’s thumb stroked mine as we waited

to be let in. Heat building in my groin, a sexy full-body kiss as soon as we were shut into the

room.The making out was hot at first: I discovered he liked to mix pleasure with pain, catching

my lower lip in his teeth, raking my hair back with a sharp tug. Not my thing, but it was a turn-

on to feel a bit like prey, so desirable he could barely contain his animalistic urges. And I’d had

enough sex education over the years—quizzes in magazines and wine-fueled talks with friends

—to know that the way to Blow His Mind, to Be His Best Ever, is to show that you’re into it and

read his nonverbal cues. So I gave his blond hair a yank. Turned a neck kiss into a bite. Ran my

fingertips over his bare back and abruptly curled my fingers, ten tiny scratches, and smiled

against his lips when he moaned with pleasure.But then—something changed.And that’s

where my brain wants to haze out, switch to another channel. Stop. Stop. Stop.The sensation of

his mouth on my nipple tipped into pain. I gasped and pushed at his cheek, and he moved to

kiss me again. Then his fist closed around my hair and tugged so hard tears pricked my eyes. I

was surprised and dim, “Hey, not so rough.”He smiled again, his movements still smooth.

“C’mon, we’re just having fun.” His teeth found my earlobe, bit down until I yelped.I sat up

against the headboard. “You’re hurting me.”“You’re so fucking sexy.”“I’m serious.” I swatted his

hand away from my breast.He moved as quickly as a Venus flytrap, snatching my wrist in his

palm. “You’re going to make me work for it, huh?”“We’re done.” I clambered off the bed. “I think

you should go.”His eyes hardened. “You’ve been leading me on all night.”A tear snaked from

my eye, but I kept glaring, kept acting tough. “You need to leave.”But then he reared back and

slapped me. “Or maybe this is how you like it?” Shock crystallized on my cheek, the pain like

the peal of a bell.An icy plunge as lust turned to fear, survival mode, fight or flight. I pushed him

away, blindly, desperately, and my hand caught his jaw—an accidental punch. Nostrils flaring,

he shoved me against the wall by my throat—thwock, a clang against my skull—and my fingers

flew to his knuckles, trying to peel his palm back from my neck. His other hand reached down

and yanked my underwear to the top of my thighs. I felt an odd pulse of shame, like the

moment in a dream when you realize you’re naked.His hammy fist encircled my wrists and

jammed them against the wall over my head—like I was a witch tied to a pyre. I remember this

moment in impressions: his hips pinning mine against the wall, his dick pushing up against his

shorts. The smile on his sweaty face, the cruelty in his eyes as I started to scream. His free

hand lifting in slow motion, then flying up against my mouth. The back of my head slammed

into the wall again, harder this time—the same sharp crack from that time with Ben, eight years

earlier—and I saw a flash of fuzzy white.He paused then, and I stopped struggling. Scuba

diving—that’s where my mind went, zooming off as if underwater. Kristen had wanted to try it in

Vietnam years earlier, and I’d said no because I’d read once that divers die not from running

out of oxygen, but from disorientation—they panic and remove whatever’s in front of their nose



and mouth. That’s what I thought of as Sebastian concentrated all his weight into my jaw:

something in front of my mouth, something I desperately wanted to rip away, but I knew I was

screwed either way.He’s going to kill me.“Emily!”We both froze. He turned to look at the door,

and though I couldn’t turn my head, I felt the pressure ease. Anger surged as I parted my lips

and bit down on a knob of calloused flesh, harder and harder until the tang of iron hit my

tongue.“Fucking bitch!” He released my wrists and stepped back, clutching his bleeding palm.

The lace of my underwear cut into my thigh as I brought my knee up, and I surmised from his

groan that I’d hit my target. He grabbed his crotch and fell onto me.A clanging sound and his

body moved again, and I scrambled out from under him. Kristen stood above us, chest

heaving, teeth bared, a real-life Buffy the Vampire Slayer. She was clutching a heavy standing

lamp like a bat, and as I scooted back on my butt she swung it again, and with a sickening

thunk it connected with Sebastian’s back. He collapsed to the ground, his head thudding

against the floor an inch from a leg of the metal bed frame.I saw my fury echoed in Kristen’s

gaze; for a moment, we locked eyes. Then I detected motion before I could even process

it.“Stop. Stop. Stop.”I see it in flashes, as if through a strobe light: Sebastian’s head up against

the bed frame. Three kicks, four, blood staining the metal leg and pooling into the cracks in the

laminate floor. I grabbed Kristen and dragged her away and into a hug. We leaned against

each other, shaking.We stayed like that for a while. Seconds, minutes, possibly hours.

Motorbikes streaked past the cheap drawn curtains, a flash and a roar. Sebastian was still. It

was Kristen who pulled away first. Her eyes were clear now, narrowed. Her voice was

strong.“We have to get out of here.”She thought aloud, walked us through our options. She

floated the idea of calling the cops: This was clearly self-defense, after all. But our guidebook

had brought up the difficulty of working with police here, and I knew from that time with Ben

that reporting assault—a move I’d considered then and several times in the months afterward—

is more complicated than most people realize. The last thing we wanted was to wind up in a

Cambodian jail cell, passports confiscated, accused of murder. We’d seen Brokedown Palace

and read about Amanda Knox.I was shivering and incoherent, but Kristen was magnificent.

She checked for a pulse and, finding none, made a plan. Preposterous luck amid an otherwise

unlucky night: The barely manned front desk hadn’t looked at our passports when we’d arrived,

and we’d prepaid in cash. The bartender had overheard a “Nicole” and a “Joan.” Sebastian had

been traveling for nine months, on an open-ended vagabonding tour—and like us, he was

proud to eschew social media or regular phone calls home.We’d weigh down the body, she

announced, and heave it over a nearby cliff into the rushing river below. Cover our tracks.

Leave Phnom Penh before anyone knew anything was wrong. I felt numb, the tingly kind, as if

someone had hooked me up to an IV of Novocain. Kristen and Emily would never dispose of a

body, but somehow, Nicole and Joan could. They did. The ensuing hours were a movie

montage I will my mind to never, ever cue up. They were grueling and cruel, leaving me sore

for a week, but Kristen was tireless, her jaw set, her expression determined. I did exactly what

she told me, and miraculously, it worked.When it was done, we took a bus to Laos, silent and

sleepy the whole ten-hour ride, and spent the last few days keeping a low profile in a two-star

hotel there. I don’t remember the flight home, the cab ride from the airport, the sleepless night

before I returned to work. I kept seeing Sebastian’s skull, dented where it’d met the bedframe’s

leg, blood forming an oval like a ruby-colored speech bubble.I was a mess. My brain felt fuzzy

and opaque, coated in black mold. At night I fell into gnarly, restless ten-hour sleeps, and

during the day I burst into tears at random. Some mornings I slept through my alarm and

wandered into work midday, my eyes puffy and unfocused. I went entire days without eating,

then woke in the night with my stomach cramped and empty. My manager warned that if I didn’t



get it together, they’d need to let me go. I stared at him blankly, too broken to care.Sebastian

shouldn’t have died: I didn’t support the death penalty and certainly didn’t fancy us vigilantes,

taking justice into our own hands. It was an accident, self-defense that went too far. But I didn’t

regret getting rid of his body instead of calling the police; I’d come to believe it was our only

choice. I did a deep dive on Americans who’d been arrested overseas—across the board, their

lives were ruined. A woman from Oregon spent years awaiting trial in Argentina for fatally

pushing her pickpocket into traffic. A jailed spring breaker from Virginia insisted he had nothing

to do with an attack on a restaurant hostess in Acapulco. So many travelers battling to get

home or whiling away their youth in dingy cells. Horror stories, the sickening thrill of that could

have been me. But though the stories took the edge off the guilt, they didn’t relieve the trauma,

the unfairness of it all. Why had the universe wedged us between Charybdis and Scylla’s sharp-

toothed barbarity?Shortly after we’d returned home, I told Kristen I wanted to talk to a therapist.

Patient-client privacy, I reasoned. I knew she’d talked to a therapist as a kid, after her parents’

death, which made her the only person I knew who’d seen a shrink. I liked the sound of a paid,

impartial, sympathetic ear. I was having nightmares, panic attacks, painful echoes of the

helplessness, the all-consuming fear.“I’m so sorry to say this,” she’d told me, the call tinny from

its nine-thousand-mile journey. “But I don’t think anyone should know the connection between

us and that guy.”“Even if I lie about where and when and…and how it ended, obviously?”A very

long silence. “That’s not really how therapy works.”“Didn’t it help you, though? When you were

going through something…traumatic?”“I was a kid—I’d lost my parents, and my grandparents

had no idea how to talk to me. So Dr. Brightside helped me, like, learn some coping

mechanisms. But you’re resilient, Emily. You’re strong as hell. I know you.”A long silence.

Finally: “Was her name really Brightside?”She snorted. “So on-the-nose, right? Looking back,

that must’ve been a nom de plume.” When Kristen spoke again, her voice was soft. “I just want

you to be happy. And healthy. You should do whatever you need to do to make that happen.”But

I did see her point. “I know you’re right. I can’t think straight. I’m still processing.”“It will get

easier, I promise. And until then, I’m totally here for you, anytime, day or night. I wasn’t sure if

you wanted to talk about it, so I didn’t bring it up, but I’m here.” Bubbles back in her voice: “I can

totally be your Dr. Brightside.”“How does nothing get under your skin?” I tried to say it playfully

but landed somewhere between hurt and jealous.“I don’t want you to think I’m not listening. I

hear you, I swear I do.” She infused the words with urgency, and I found myself nodding. “I’ve

been struggling since then too. Of course I have. But what always grounds me is knowing

you’ve got my back, no matter what. And I’ve got yours. We’re here for each other. Right?”I

didn’t yet know how much she meant it. How, in the weeks and months that followed, she’d call

me every single evening—her morning, before work—to check in, to ask how I was feeling, to

talk me down or champ me up or catch me off guard with something so funny I couldn’t help

but feel like me again. On weekends she stayed on video calls with me for long stretches—

once her entire night, a full ten hours—and watched movies with me, ordered food for me, sent

services to pick up my laundry and clean my sad, sticky kitchen and do all the things she’d do

in person if she could. I knew if she were there she’d be spooning the udon down my throat,

tenderly washing my hair and clipping my nails. When she said she’d be my Dr. Brightside, I

didn’t yet grasp how she’d save me, piece me back together yet again.But I knew that she

meant it—that she was there for me, come hell or high water. A sob rose and I cleared my

throat. “I don’t know what I’d do without you,” I told her, tear-stained and almost catatonic in my

darkened living room.She chortled. “Let’s hope we never have to find out.”CHAPTER 4“So I’ve

been meaning to talk to you about something.” Kristen set down her fork and leaned her

elbows on the table.I took a sip of my Carménère, grassy and dark. Chilean wine was



consistently delicious. “Oh yeah?” Funny—I was just about to tell her about Aaron.“I didn’t want

to bring it up right away. I wanted to…feel you out first, I guess. But I’ll just come right out and

say it.” She spread her palms and I watched them, slow-motion, how her fingertips flared. My

innards compressed. It has to do with Cambodia.Then she pierced the dramatic pause: “I think

we should travel the world for six months. Starting this summer. Your summer.”It didn’t sink in.

Like she’d spoken rapid Spanish and now stared expectantly. “ ‘Travel the world’?”“You have

tons of money saved from your cushy cat-food job,” she went on, “and I was thinking of taking a

sabbatical at work. My sublet runs out in June. I’m totally serious, Emily. We could do this.”I

shook my head. It was strange enough to imagine Kristen on the underside of the globe, the lilt

of her sentences morphing, a thick “roight?” peppering her speech. But Kristen was a

trailblazer, an adventurer. I, stable, dependable Emily, simply paid her exciting world the

occasional visit. Could I really put my life on hold now, when I was about to turn thirty and

finally, finally seeing someone I liked?“Don’t take this the wrong way,” she said, which people

only say when they’re about to insult you, “but what’s keeping you? You’re not tied down—you

don’t have snot-nosed kids and a boring husband or a career that feels like your calling or a

family you’re close with. Right?”I bit my lip. She was mostly right: no siblings, a mom and

stepdad in St. Paul, a dad and stepmom in northern Iowa, all out of touch for months at a

time.Kristen and I had bonded over this in college: While all our classmates seemed to call

their mothers once a day, at minimum, we rarely spoke to our guardians. Around then, I started

to realize why—I noticed how casually cruel my parents could be, dismissive and self-centered.

Kristen’s grandparents, Nana and Bill, had raised her after her parents died when she was

twelve, and though the couple always seemed nice enough when I met them, Kristen claimed

Bill was a tyrant and Nana a ball of anxiety.Kristen glanced around the restaurant and then hit

me with a sparkly-eyed smile. I caught her exact meaning, best-friend telepathy: This could be

our lives. Traversing the world together. Discovering wild corners of civilization, bathing

ourselves in landscapes so surreal they belonged in space operas.But: Aaron. Not that I should

plan my whole life around someone I’d only been on four dates with. But.She leaned forward. “I

remember back when you and Ben broke up, you were like, ‘This is it—now my life can be

huge. As expansive as I want it to be.’ ” Her hands shot out. “But…I know it’s different for me

because it’s my hometown, but is Milwaukee really where you want to be?”“I love Milwaukee.

Unlike you, I really do love living there.”“But you were the one who made it sound like an

expansive life meant leaving the Midwest.”“Hmm.”The waiter appeared and Kristen asked what

beers they stocked, and I tugged at a thread coming loose from my placemat.The breakup with

Ben: a knife in my psyche’s tenderest flesh. Banished to Kristen’s apartment, discombobulated

and glum. At the time, my friend Angie, a plucky redheaded linguistics major I’d met in chess

club, had shared the burden of nursing my broken heart, stepping in with ice cream and

sympathy when I needed a break from Kristen’s screw-him MO. When, a few weeks after the

split, Angie suggested it would be nice to go home for Christmas and have my mom “dote on

me,” I burst out laughing.“When I told her we broke up, all my mom said was ‘Huh, I was just

starting to like Ben.’ ”Angie’s jaw dropped. “She didn’t, like, ask what happened?”“Why would

she?” My folks, who’d divorced when I was a teenager, had met the physical requirements of

Acceptable Child Rearing to a T and, come college, seemed relieved they no longer had to

attend to my comings and goings.Angie considered. “Well, I don’t know what she’s talking about

—we all hated him.”I stared at her for a moment. Angie’s verdict—something I’d known for

weeks—still burned, the secret everyone at school had been keeping from me practically since

freshman orientation. Everyone but Kristen.At home the next week, my scalp prickled with

wonder as neither my mom nor my stepdad mentioned Ben on day one, day two, day three.



The topic of my long-term boyfriend grew shy and conspicuously quiet in my mind, like an

empty cemetery. Kristen and I spent the next two Christmases on our own in warm places: Fort

Lauderdale, then Puerto Rico. The trips were Kristen’s brilliant idea, sun-splashed jaunts that

cemented her spot on my personal family tree, the one that matters: the Family You Choose.

Your folks don’t give a crap about your feelings, she’d pointed out. Why do you owe them your

time?Kristen selected a Chilean lager and sent the server on his way. She folded her hands.

“Think about it, Emily. You said yourself that all your friends there are married and having

kids.”But I want that. Tears pricked at my eyes, several strands of frustration fusing into one:

annoyance with myself for pathetically wanting a boyfriend; shame that I couldn’t be all

carefree like Kristen, couldn’t drop it all for six months of wanderlust.“Oh my God, don’t cry!”

Kristen’s hand flew down to mine, threaded through my fingers. “I’m sorry—I’m saying this all

wrong. I just mean…so many people would kill to have your freedom. All our college friends are

lugging around diaper bags and burp cloths now, right?” We both chuckled. “I just thought…

hey, we’re turning thirty. Isn’t now the perfect time to try something new? And I got excited

thinking what our lives could be like on the road. Like it used to be, only better, because we’re

grown-ass women now.” She sat up straighter, still clutching my hand. “You know I love our

trips. But seeing you once, maybe twice a year isn’t enough. I miss you like crazy.” She looked

down at the placemat. “And…and last year, when you were having a tough time, I felt awful that

I couldn’t be there for you in person. You’re the most important person to me, you know?”This

time last year. My stomach flipped, picturing last spring, post-Cambodia: how I’d floated

through work in a stupor…on the days I managed to make it in. How I swung between deep,

spastic sobs and wild, thrashing panic, a single thought like a subtitle: I’m going to die.“It’s not

just that, though,” she went on. “I miss watching Netflix on the bed when we’re too lazy to go

out. I miss discussing a single topic over the course of days or weeks and not, like, mentally

organizing a life update with bullet points for one of our three-hour calls. I dunno. Just me?”I

shook my head and laughed. “Yeah, no, me too. It’s just—it never crossed my mind. It’s not

something I ever imagined doing.” I sat back, took a sip of wine. “Kristen Czarnecki. You crazy

bitch.”She laughed. She had the nicest laugh—full and musical. “We can totally do this. Why

not? Other people do it all the time. Hell, we meet them on our trips, and I’m always jealous.

We could be the people everyone else is jealous of!”She stared at me then, smile broad, her

eyes pleading—the same look she gave me whenever she was trying to convince me to go on

an adventure with her. Climb into this abandoned cave with me; follow these strangers to a

speakeasy in another neighborhood. Her cajoling always paid off, always led to the most

magical and memorable pieces of a trip, so I never regretted following her fearless lead.Look

how things had turned out the one time I’d tried spontaneity on for size.Stop. Stop. Stop.I

wouldn’t think of that now. I met Kristen’s gaze over our empty plates, bits of avocado and

quinoa speckling the surfaces. All that was behind us. This week—this proposition, which

flipped and frothed inside me—proved it.“Please tell me you’ll consider it,” she said.“I’ll think

about it.” She squealed and clapped and I felt myself blush. Okay, another delay in telling her

about Aaron—I wasn’t going to ruin the moment now. I’d see how I felt in the morning.Back at

our inn, we followed a twisty stone staircase to a plateau, where an oval pool winked up at the

sky. We lolled on its lounge chairs, batting leaking from their seams, and counted shooting

stars. I saw five; Kristen, six.—Our last day had that misty, prematurely nostalgic air, bittersweet

as we sucked in each sight and experience hungrily, willed it to last. I woke up early to visit the

town’s pretty church, with its cerulean ceiling and simple stained glass, its outside the friendly

white of a chipped diner mug. Kristen—once a devoted Protestant, now vehemently opposed to

organized religion in any form—didn’t want to hear about it, and instead greeted me in the



hotel lobby with the just-right shade of milky coffee and a proposed plan for the day.We rented

bikes from a kiosk and tottered over the winding road, stopping to gaze at the mountains in

silence, as if saying goodbye. We pulled on bathing suits and plunged our toes into the hotel’s

frigid pool, then reclined in the filtered autumn sun, sharing a bottle of Chardonnay and reading

our books in amicable silence. The hotel’s whistling custodian clambered up to a shed and

gave us a wave before digging a rake from a tangle of tools inside, and Kristen jumped up and

asked him to take a photo of us with my camera. I got us both massages at a tiny, green-walled

spa, where we lay on musty massage tables while thick-limbed women rubbed our backs with

more speed than precision. It was a perfect last day. Kristen didn’t mention the backpacking

pitch, but I could feel it between us, the possible future hovering like a shared memory.I was

torn. Though she was still right next to me, I already missed Kristen. I’d sunk back into the

salve of her devil-may-care sense of humor, her constant championing of me—she saw me as

strong and smart and competent, and she always had a pep talk at the ready. As other friends

in Milwaukee paired off and married and had kids and drifted further, farther away from me,

ripples in a pond, Kristen remained more loyal than a sister, more loving than a doting

mom.But…part of what made our time together special was that it was limited. And stuff was

maybe, finally happening in Milwaukee—there was Aaron, the thought of whom set off small

fireworks in my chest. Plus the possible promotion at work, the job I genuinely liked.I broached

the topic while we paused for an afternoon coffee. I loved this part of a travel day, the predinner

ahh. We were on a bench in front of a shipping-container-turned-café that sold coffee and

Chilean pop (Bilz and Pap and other excellently named soft drinks) from a sawtooth

window.“So, I’ve been thinking about what you said. About traveling for the rest of the year.”“Oh

yeah?” She slid back her sunglasses and beamed at me. She’d asked for her coffee over ice,

café sobre hielo, to which the server frowned in confusion and scooped some cubes into her

steaming cup.“I’m truly honored that you asked me.” My rib cage tightened—I hated conflict,

hated letting someone down. “You know you’re my number-one travel buddy. My ride-or-

die.”“But?”I sighed. “It’s not a good time for me to leave for six months. Things are happening at

work and—and I’m interested in someone, which I’ll tell you all about…” I paused to giggle at

Kristen’s delighted gasp. “I just want to give it a chance. You know? But I still really like this

idea, and there’s no one I’d rather do it with than you. Can we maybe try to make it happen

next year?”She was quiet for a moment, staring into her coffee.“Kristen?”She licked her lip. “I’m

taking it in. A part of me really wants to try to convince you.”“I’m sorry.”“No, it’s okay. I just…

wow, I really thought you’d say yes.” She nodded, slowly at first and then with fervor. “I’m

bummed, obviously, but I’ll deal with it. Hey, tell me about this guy! There’s a guy?!”
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meaning

The Herd: A Novel, Within These Wicked Walls: A Novel, The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue

Avid reader, “Holy Moly! Incredible Read. Amazeballs!!! This is the most incredible mystery/

psychological thriller I’ve read in ages. I can’t recommend it highly enough and I’m picky about

my books. I’m purposely slowing myself down, so I don’t come to the end. It has kept me up

non-stop reading the last two nights.”

KatyKat65, “Wow!!! Had me hooked!!!!. I took this book on my vacation to Mexico and had a

hard time putting it down. It had great characters and alot of suspense and I found myself

caught up in the ill-fated travels of Kristen and Emily and all the aftermath. If you've ever been

in one of those intense co-dependent friendships you can understand some of the reasons for

the things that happened. I kept having to put the book down to enjoy my own vacation (my

boyfriend "oh that book again") and do stuff like zip-lining and was grateful for the long plane

ride home so I could finish it. I will definitely be checking out more from this author.”

Erin Kirsty, “4.5 stars. We Were Never Here is the latest book club pick from @reesesbookclub.

I was drawn to the cover right away and then the blurb convinced me I needed to read this!The

story follows main character Emily and her friend Kristen, starting with a holiday together in

Chile which takes a fatal turn.This book had me gripped! I couldn’t believe the twists and turns

throughout. I felt like I was being gaslighted myself as the story unfolded and I kept questioning

where it was going to go. Towards the end of the book I was with Kirsty while I was reading it

so she can testify to the numerous gasps as the narrative which had been building throughout

reached its final crescendo.I always say I want to read more thrillers and this really given me

that boost to read more! Have you read this one? Or any other of the recent picks from Reese’s

book club?”
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